The two-and all-terminal reliabilities of the Brecht-Colbourn ladder and the generalized fan have been calculated exactly for arbitrary size as well as arbitrary individual edge and node reliabilities, using transfer matrices of dimension four at most. While the all-terminal reliabilities of these graphs are identical, the special case of identical edge (p) and node (ρ) reliabilities shows that their two-terminal reliabilities are quite distinct, as demonstrated by their generating functions and the locations of the zeros of the reliability polynomials, which undergo structural transitions at ρ = 1 2 .
p n or p e to operate correctly; failures of constituents are assumed to occur at random, and to be statistically independent events (this restriction may be relaxed, eventually). Among the different measures of reliability, one often considers the k-terminal reliability, i.e., the probability that a given subset K of k nodes (K ⊂ E) are connected. The most common instances are the allterminal reliability Rel A (K ≡ E) and the two-terminal reliability Rel 2 (s → t), which deals with a particular connection between a source s and a terminal destination t. Both of them are affine functions of each p n and p e .
The sheer number of possible system states, namely 2 |E|+|V | , clearly precludes the use of an "enumeration of states" strategy for realistic networks, and shows that the final expression may be extremely cumbersome. Consequently, most studies have assumed graphs with perfect nodes (p n ≡ 1) and edges of identical reliability p; all reliabilities are then expressed as a polynomial in p, called the reliability polynomial. Radio broadcast networks [35] have also been described by networks with perfectly reliable edges but imperfect nodes; in this context, one speaks of residual connectedness [12] . It was shown early on [26] that the calculation of k-terminal reliability is #P-hard, even after the simplifying and restricting assumptions that (i) the graph is planar (ii) all nodes are perfectly reliable (iii) all edges have the same reliability p.
The difficulty of the problem has stimulated many approaches : partitioning techniques [30, 77] , sum of disjoint products [2, 5, 38, 53, 63] , graph simplifications (series-parallel reductions [46] , triangle-star (also called delta-wye) transformations [20, 31, 34, 55, 72] , factoring [42] ), determination of various lower and upper bounds to reliability polynomials [6, 13, 14, 17, 22, 26, 27, 52, 58] , MonteCarlo simulations [33, 40, 47] , genetic [23] and ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) algorithms [43, 54, 75, 76] . The reliability polynomial has also been studied [51] with the aim of deriving some useful and hopefully general information from the structure of its coefficients [21, 28] , or the location of its zeros in the complex plane [16] .
The Tutte polynomial T (G, x, y) of a graph G has also been shown to be equivalent to the Potts model partition function of the q-state Potts model [61, 73] . Calculations for various recursive families of graphs G quickly followed [19] . The all-terminal reliability polynomial Rel A (G, p) of graphs is deduced from T (G, 1,
). Royle and Sokal [56] proved that the Brown-Colbourn conjecture [16] on the location of the zeros of Rel A (G, p), while valid for series-parallel reducible graphs, does not hold for a few families of graphs. While these results are extremely valuable to better understand a few properties of graphs and all-terminal reliability polynomials, they still assume that nodes are perfect and that edges have the same reliability.
In recent years, the growth of Internet traffic has called for a better evaluation of the reliability of connections in -among others, optical -networks. This, of course, strongly depends on the connection under consideration. Actual failure rates and maintenance data show that a proper evaluation of twoterminal reliabilities must put node and edge equipments on an equal footing, i.e., both edge (fiber links, optical amplifiers) and node (optical cross-connects, routers) failures must be taken into account. The possibility of node failure has been considered in early papers [1, 32, 36] , to quote but a few. Adaptation of algorithms to include imperfect nodes has been addressed, sometimes controversially [48, 41, 70, 71, 76] ; the two-variable approach for bounds to the reliability polynomial, by Bulka and Dugan [18] and Chen and He [22] , is also worth mentioning. In order to be realistic, different edge reliabilities should be used: for instance, the failure rate of optical fiber links is likely to increase with their length. In this work, we give the exact two-terminal reliability of two well-known graphs, namely the Brecht-Colbourn ladder [13, 14, 52] and the generalized fan [3, 49] , which have the same all-terminal reliability. Both networks have been studied in the literature, especially the first one, as a case study for different lower bounds of the two-terminal reliability [14] , but with a limited number of nodes. Here, the number of nodes will be arbitrary. Our solution fully exploits the recursive nature of the graphs and the triangle-star transformation with unreliable nodes [34] . The final expressions are products of (at most) 4 × 4 transfer matrices, in which the arbitrary reliability of each node and edge appears explicitly. In the case of identical edge (p) and node (ρ) reliabilities, we provide the generating functions of the two-terminal reliabilities, leading to a very simple expression for the generalized fan. Another byproduct is the asymptotic locations of the zeros of the two-terminal reliability polynomials for the Brecht-Colbourn ladder and the generalized fan, which exhibit very different structures and undergo a structural transition at ρ = 1 2 .
Our aim is (i) to give a detailed derivation of the final results, so that people involved in reliability studies can readily use an easy-to-implement formula (ii) compare the exact solution with previous results (iii) exhibit the structural changes undergone by the location of the zeros of reliability polynomials as a function of node reliability (iv) emphasize anew the importance of algebraic structures of the underlying graphs in the determination of their associated polynomials [10, 59] .
Our paper is organized as follows : In Section 2, we briefly recall the formulae for the triangle-star transformation for unreliable nodes. In Section 3, we define the notations for the different edge and node reliabilities and detail the derivation of the main results (eqs. (12) and (14) for the Brecht-Colbourn ladder, eqs. (23) and (25) for the generalized fan). Section 4 is devoted to the case where all edges and nodes have identical reliabilities p and ρ, respectively, the size of the network appearing simply as an integer n. We give the analytical solution of the two-terminal reliability Rel 2 (p, ρ; n) for the Brecht-Colbourn ladder and the generalized fan, and the associated generating functions, which encode all the necessary information in a beautifully simple, compact form. The asymptotic power-law or constant behaviors are given when n → ∞. Prompted by the nearly universal character of the Brown-Colbourn conjecture [16] , we address in Section 5 the location of zeros of the two-terminal reliability polynomials, and show that their structures are very different even though their internal structure is similar. For the sake of completeness, we derive in Section 6 the common all-terminal reliability for both networks, for arbitrary values of edge reliabilities. Finally, we conclude by indicating several directions in which the present results may be further extended, so that, for instance, a catalog of exactly solvable networks -in terms of reliabilitymay be given rapidly [69] . Such a catalog of elementary bricks could be useful for a new and improved set of bounds or benchmarks for alternative methods in the general case.
Triangle-star transformation for unreliable nodes
The triangle-star -also called delta-wye or ∆−Y -transformation has been used many times to simplify calculations of network reliability [20, 26, 31, 34, 42, 55, 72] . It has mostly been applied in a perfect nodes context, to provide upper and lower bounds to the exact reliability. Here, we exploit this transformation to the full in the case of imperfect nodes in order to obtain exact results. Since it plays a crucial part of the derivation, we give the formulae derived by Gadani [34] . Let us consider three particular nodes A, B, and C of a network, connected as shown in the left part of Fig. 3 (the reliability of the nodes are given by the same uppercase variables, so as to prevent an unnecessary multiplication of notations). The reliability of the edge connecting A and B is given by (lowercase) c, with similar notation for the remaining edges of the triangle. The aim of the triangle-star transformation is to replace the triangle by a star, which is possible by the addition of a new unreliable node O and three new edges connecting O to A, B, and C, with reliabilities p A , p B , and p C , respectively. Both networks are equivalent provided that the following compatibility relations hold [34] 
Note that the first three equalities correspond to the probability that the two nodes under consideration are connected, while the last one gives the probability that the three nodes are connected. A word of caution -already given by Gadani -is worth mentioning in the case of successive triangle-star transformation: the triangles should have no common edge or node.
3 Derivation of the main results
Brecht-Colbourn ladder
Let us first name the different edge and node reliabilities of the BrechtColbourn ladder, and detail how we can use the triangle-star transformation of the preceding section. Assuming that S 0 is always the source node, and using node reliabilities S i , we note a n the reliability of the edge (S n−2 , S n ), and b n that of (S n−1 , S n ), as shown at the top of Fig. 4 .
The application of the triangle-star transformation to Fig. 4 leads to
Writing the two-terminal reliability Rel (S 0 → S n ) = S n S n , we immediately see that
because the transformed graph remains essentially a Brecht-Colbourn ladder, provided that some edges are renormalized (b n−1 must be replaced by p 3 , S n−1 by p 0 , and a n−1 by a n−1 S n−1 p 2 ).
In the case of imperfect nodes, the assumption S n = α n a n + α n a n S n−1 + β n b n S n−1 + γ n a n b n S n−1 (9) gives four parameters, for which we want to find a recursion relation. When we use eqs. (5)- (7) in eq. (9), there is one slightly tricky point: we are actually dealing with Boolean functions, so that S 2 n−2 ≡ S n−2 (see for instance [3] ) and p 1 p 0 α n−1 S n−2 (a n−1 S n−1 p 2 ) = α n−1 S n−1 S n−2 a n−1 (b n + a n b n−1 S n−2 − a n b n−1 b n S n−2 ) Fig. 4 . Decomposition of the ladder using the triangle-star transformation.
We deduce
where the 4 × 4 transfer matrix M n−1 is given by
a n−1 b n−1 S n−2 a n−1 b n−1 S n−2 0 a n−1 b n−1 S n−2 a n−1 a n−1 S n−2 b n−1 S n−2 a n−1 b n−1 S n−2 −a n−1 b n−1 S n−2 −a n−1 b n−1 S n−2 −b n−1 S n−2 a n−1 (1
For n = 2, the two-terminal reliability is easily solved because we have seriesparallel graph:
which leads to α 2 = S 0 , α 2 = 0, β 2 = b 1 S 0 , and (12)). The final result is
Note that in M 1 , a 1 is quite arbitrary, so that it can be set equal to zero without loss of generality. Equation (14) also holds for n equal to 1 or even 0 (following a frequent convention that a product of zero matrices is the identity matrix); it has also been independently checked for the first values of n, using a sum of disjoint products procedure.
In the case of perfect nodes, the ansatz should be S n = α n a n +β n b n +γ n a n b n . The relevant 3 × 3 transfer matrix M ′ n is now
from which we deduce Let us now turn to the second architecture. The triangle-star transformation, applied to the generalized fan, is displayed on Fig. 5 , and we expect the common node T to play a special role in the recursion relation. We can write
Generalized fan
(S 0 → S n ) = S n S n , and see immediately that
with
Our ansatz is now S n = S n α n a n + α n a n T + β n b n T + γ n a n b n T.
Here again, we must be careful with the Boolean variable T . When using eq. (18) in eq. (21), all occurrences of T 2 must be replaced by T . The recursion relations take the now familiar form
where the transfer matrix M n is
When n = 1, we have a series-parallel graph:
from which we deduce the final expression
with the additional convention a 0 ≡ 1 for M 0 . We have also checked the correctness of eq. (25) by a sum of disjoint products procedure for the first values of n. It also agrees with the expression of Aggarwal et al. [3] for n = 3.
In the case of perfect nodes, which is often considered in the literature, the ansatz S n = α n a n + β n b n + γ n a n b n leads to
and again a 0 ≡ 1 for M 0 .
It is worth noting that while the sizes of M n and M n for the Brecht-Colbourn and fan cases are identical, their matrix elements are clearly distinct. This actually leads to strong differences, as will be shown in the following section.
4 Identical reliabilities p and ρ
Introduction
While eqs. (12) and (14) give the two-terminal reliability for the general Brecht-Colbourn ladder, and eqs. (23) and (25) for the fan, we consider here the special case where all edges and nodes have reliabilities p and ρ, respectively. Because identical edge reliabilities are usually taken for granted, our exact results may help to demonstrate once again the underlying connection between combinatorics and reliability theory, most particularly in the enumeration of self-avoiding walks [26, 35, 52] . This assumption greatly simplifies the problem, since all transfer matrices, with the exception of M 0 in the case of the generalized fan, are identical to a matrix M(p, ρ) (or M (p, ρ)): the two-terminal reliability is essentially the n th power of one matrix. While the determination of its eigenvalues and eigenvectors is one way to solve the problem, we adopt in the following the generating function formalism, which is a fundamental tool in combinatorics [65] , and makes for a very compact synthesis of the results. The generating function G(z) is defined by
From the finite-order recursion relations obeyed by Rel
2 , the generating function is obviously a rational function of z, namely G(z) = N(z)/D(z). In the present study, its denominator is at most of degree 4 in z, because in the absence of further simplification, D(z) = z 4 P carac (1/z), where P carac is the characteristic polynomial of the transfer matrix. The determination of N(z) is then very straightforward: we only need to multiply the first terms of the expansion of G(z) by D(z) to see the numerator N(z) emerge. The partial fraction decomposition of G(z) finally leads to a compact, sometimes very simple, analytical expression of Rel (n) 2 (p, ρ), for arbitrary n.
Brecht-Colbourn ladder

Imperfect nodes and edges
When edge and node reliabilities are p et ρ, the transfer matrix of eq. (12) is equal to
and
The characteristic polynomial of this matrix is
The eigenvalues of M(p, ρ) are given by the roots of this polynomial of degree 4.
From the first few values of Rel 2 (S 0 → S n ) (taking n = 2, ..., 10, for instance), we can easily deduce the generating function G
BC (z).
Adding ρ + p ρ 2 z (basically, the two-terminal reliability of a single node, or that of two connected nodes) to G (0) BC (z), the numerator further simplifies, so that we may use another generating function, which of course provides the same coefficient of z n for n ≥ 2, namely
N BC (z) will be the numerator of G BC (z) in eq. (35) .
What is the nature of the roots ? Numerically, two situations occur when 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1: there are either (i) four real roots or (ii) two real roots and two complex roots. For instance, when ρ = 0.9, there are four real roots if p < 0.5533938..., but only two otherwise. The separation of the two domains occurs when one root is degenerate. When this happens, the equalities P (BC) carac (p, ρ; x) = 0 and
carac (p, ρ; x) ∂x = 0 lead to a polynomial constraint satisfied by p and ρ, given in the appendix (eq. (A.5)). For a given ρ, there exists a unique solution in the range 0 < p < 1, p crit (ρ), which is displayed in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6 . Separation of the domains (ρ, p) for which four real roots exist (under the curve) or two real and two complex roots coexist (above it).
From the inspection of eq. (35), we may wonder when numerator and denominator of the generating function may share a common root. A Gröbner basis calculation shows that this happens only when p = 2, outside our range of interest. Therefore, there are four distinct roots most of the times, and when there is a double (real) root of P(p crit (ρ), ρ; x), it is indeed degenerate (there is no simplification of G BC (z)). The exact expression for Rel 2 (S 0 → S n ) can then be deduced using a partial fraction decomposition of G BC (z). When all the eigenvalues λ i are distinct,
consequently, the two-terminal reliability reads
In the Brecht-Colbourn case, the root λ max of greatest modulus is always real. Unless p and ρ are equal to 1, λ max < 1, so that Rel
as n → ∞, essentially as a power-law behavior
Imperfect edges and perfect nodes
We devote this section to the case of imperfect edges and perfect nodes, since the Brecht-Colbourn ladder was initially investigated in this configuration [13, 14] . We immediately find
so that the 25-node case [14] leads to The coefficients are already quite large, even though the number of nodes remains limited. To the best of our knowledge, the exact two-terminal reliability polynomial was calculated only for a 10-node ladder [13] ; we recover this result by taking n = 9 in eq. (39).
The three distinct real eigenvalues λ i (i = 1, 2, 3) of the transfer matrix appearing in eq. (39), one of which is negative, are displayed as a function of p in Fig. 7 .
Their analytical expression is (ξ ∈ {1, e 2 i π/3 , e −2 i π/3 }) where
note that B is always positive for 0 < p < 1.
The generating function for the Brecht-Colbourn ladder with perfect nodes is simply
From its partial fraction decomposition, which is necessarily of the form G (ρ=1)
because the eigenvalues are distinct, we deduce after simplification
From eq. (45), it is clear that the large n limit of Rel 2 (S 0 → S n ) is a power-law behavior, in which the eigenvalue of maximum modulus quickly prevails over the others when p is close to unity, even for moderate values of n. We can also write Rel
expansion of reliability polynomials [26] . The F i 's for the 25-node ladder are given in Table 1 (the maximum value was equal to 8078 in the 10-node ladder [13] ). Let us call m = n + 1 the number of nodes. Using linear regressions on the first values of Rel 2 (S 0 → S n ), it is straightforward to find
Finally, the comparison of the exact results with the various lower bounds proposed in [14] is given in Table 2 and Fig. 8 . It shows that the lower bound of Brecht and Colbourn is rather good for p close to unity, but its sharpness decreases for p < 0.8.
Imperfect nodes and perfect edges
The configuration of imperfect nodes and perfect edges, although less studied than the previous one, has nonetheless been considered in several papers [1, 12, 35] . The Brecht-Colbourn ladder case has been studied in detail by Graver and Sobel [35] . The relevant transfer matrix is now equal to 
Its characteristic polynomial is x
2 (x 2 − ρ x − ρ (1 − ρ)), which simply leads to the eigenvalues 0 -which plays no role in the final expression of the twoterminal reliability -and λ ± = 1 2 ρ ± 4 ρ − 3 ρ 2 . The generating function is found to be
which gives
This is almost Graver and Sobel's result [35] , obtained through a combinatorial argument. Their final expression differs from ours because their source and destination (in our notation, S 0 and S n ) are perfect.
Generalized fan
When the reliabilities are p et ρ, the transfer matrix of eq. (23) is equal to
the 1/p prefactor being a consequence of the condition a 0 ≡ 1 in M 0 . The characteristic polynomial of this matrix factorizes nicely:
so that the eigenvalues are 1, p ρ and p (1 − p) ρ, the latter being of degree 2. The presence of 1 among the roots should not be surprising. Indeed, even when n goes to infinity, the two-terminal reliability between S 0 and S n is larger than p ρ 2 , in stark contrast to the Brecht-Colbourn case, where the reliability vanishes. Since a power-law behavior is still expected, the only possibility is that the largest eigenvalue is of modulus 1.
The generating function G (fan) (z) is derived using the recipe described in the Brecht-Colbourn case. The additional convention Rel 2 (S 0 → S 0 ) = ρ leads to
Because all the roots have simple expressions, we expect to find a simple, analytical expression for Rel 
The new feature of eq. (57) is the (1 − p (1 − p) ρ z) −2 term. Because
the final expression of the two-terminal reliability is
where n appears in a prefactor, not only as an exponent. The second term of eq. (59) is the asymptotic limit when n → ∞. We see that the reliability of the path S 0 → T → S n is enhanced by 1/(1 − p (1 − p) ρ) 2 . When nodes are perfect, ρ must be set to one in eq. (59), and the contribution of the eigenvalue p ρ vanishes (the transfer matrix of eq. (27) is 3 × 3). This leads to Rel (fan;ρ=1) 2
Zeros of the two-terminal reliability polynomials
The structure of the different reliability polynomials may be understood by studying the locations of their zeros in the complex plane. Such a study has been fruitfully performed in the case of the chromatic polynomial [9, 11, 57] , most notably in the context of the four-color theorem. In reliability studies, some effort has been done to discover general properties for the all-terminal reliability Rel A (p) [21, 28, 51] , its main byproduct being the Brown-Colbourn conjecture [16] , according to which all the zeros are to be found in the region |1 − p| < 1. Although valid for series-parallel graphs, this remarkable conjecture does not strictly hold in the general case (but not by far) [56] . As mentioned in the introduction, the all-reliability polynomial is linked to the Tutte polynomial, an invariant of the graph. It has also been studied extensively by Chang and Shrock for various recursive families of graphs [19] , who give the limiting curves where all zeros of the polynomials converge.
In this section, after briefly recalling general results of the literature, we study the roots of Rel 2 (p, ρ) = 0 in the complex plane for a fixed ρ, in order to see whether some insight may also be gained in this case. Admittedly, this polynomial depends on the couple (source, terminal), but structures are still expected. We show that the zeros tend to aggregate along portions of algebraic curves, which can substantially differ even for the two families of graphs under consideration, even though they have the same all-terminal reliability. Moreover, structural transitions occur at ρ = 1 2 .
Calculation of the limiting curves (generalities)
As n grows, the number of zeros of the reliability polynomial in the complex plane increases. Because of the matrix transfer property, we have recursion relations between relability polynomials corresponding to successive values of n. The general treatment of the problem has been done by Beraha, Kahane, and Weiss [8] , but may be understood in the following, simplifying way: if the reliability polynomial is of the form i α i λ i (p) n (where λ i are the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix), then at large n, only the two eigenvalues of greater modules, say λ 1 and λ 2 , will prevail, so that the reliability polynomial will vanish when |λ 1 (p)| = |λ 2 (p)| (of course, it might be three or more eigenvalues of equal modulus; the present oversimplification works quite well here). This defines a set of curves in the complex plane, where all zeros should accumulate in the n → ∞ limit. The interested reader should refer to the work of Salas and Sokal [57] for a very detailed discussion of the convergence to the limiting curves. This behavior is not modified when one or more of the α i 's is a polynomial in n [8] , as will become apparent for the generalized fan. 
Calculation for the Brecht-Colbourn ladder
The recursion relation obeyed by Rel
2 is easily deduced from eq. (31); it reads
and leads to very quick calculations using mathematical softwares such as Mathematica [45] . Note that this recursion relation of order four becomes of order three when ρ = 1. We can then look for solutions of Rel (n) 2 (p) = 0 in the complex plane. Of course, the degree of the polynomial, as well as the magnitude of its coefficients, will increase with n.
Perfect nodes
Let us begin by setting ρ = 1. A first step is to display the roots of Rel (n) 2 (p) = 0. These zeros have been calculated using the NSolve[] routine of Mathematica; because the polynomial coefficients can be very large, a numerical accuracy of several hundred digits is sometimes necessary. Figure 9 shows the location of the zeros of Rel As mentioned above, it is well known that as n increases, the zeros accumulate at particular locations, constituted by segments/portions of algebraic curves. For n = 150, these limits are almost reached, even though the "sampling" is not uniform. We can calculate the limiting curves by considering that the roots of the characteristic polynomial are λ e i θ/2 , λ e −i θ/2 and µ. The coefficients of the characteristic polynomial imply constraints between λ (which may be complex), µ and θ, or more precisely, t = cos θ 2 or T = cos θ, which will be used in the following. For instance, µ = (2 − p) p − 2 λ cos θ 2
. After eliminating λ and µ, we obtain a compatibility condition which must be satisfied by p, and T (the polynomial P 3 (p, ρ, T ) is given in eq. (A.3)):
The additional requirement |µ| < |λ| translates into an additional contraint between p and T .
A plot of this parametric set of curves shows indeed that the whole portion of the negative real axis between A and the origin is indeed a solution, so that we could expect more zeros there when n > 150.
A few critical points can also be deduced from eq. (62). For instance, D corresponds to a real solution of
. C and C * are points of the complex plane defined by p C and its complex conjugate, which are roots of P 3 (p, ρ = 1, T = +1) = 0, that is
This polynomial already appeared in the expression of B. Note that there are more than one pair of complex solutions to this equation, the relevant one is given by p C ≈ 1.011578 + i 0.607394. The determination of the complex numbers p A and p B associated with A and B is a little more elaborate. Both p A and p B are real and negative; they correspond to roots of degree two of eq. (62) . In order to find them, we must have P 3 (p, ρ = 1, T ) = 0 and ∂P 3 (p, ρ = 1, T ) ∂p = 0. These two relations are satisfied for special values of p (or T ). After substitution and elimination of T using Mathematica, we obtain a product of polynomials, which must cancel for p = p A and p = p B . For the sake of completeness, we provide the needed polynomials in appendix A. A close numerical study allows to identify the relevant polynomials:
attained for T ≈ 0.138176, a root of
attained for T ≈ −0.9511957, one of the solutions of
Imperfect nodes
We can perform the study for ρ < 1 by following the same lines as above. Although more cumbersome because there are now four possible roots instead of three, the calculations are interesting nonetheless because we may vary one parameter, ρ. A natural question is: can it affect the global structure of the zeros ? The answer is yes, and the location of the zeros undergoes a kind of "structural transition" for a particular value of ρ, namely . The location of the zeros is then qualitatively similar to that described in Fig. 9 , the whole structure merely expanding from the origin. After comparison with the numerical values for n = 150, D appears to be associated with p D = 1 2
), the relevant solution of P 3 (p, ρ, T = −1) = 0. Likewise, C and C * are given by p C , which is one complex solution of P 3 (p, ρ, T = +1) = 0 (P 3 is given in eq. (A.3) ).
The determination of p A and p B is more tedious, because P 3 (p, ρ, T ) is now a polynomial of degree 6 in T . Here again, we must find the common zeros of P 3 (p, ρ, T ) and its derivative with respect to p. The elimination of T , performed using Mathematica, leads to a polynomial in p and ρ, which must vanish. Actually, this polynomial can be factored, and a numerical comparison with the zeros obtained for n = 150 shows that p A is solution of P 1 (p, ρ) = 0 (see eq. (A.1)). Similarly, p B is a solution of P 2 (p, ρ) = 0, where P 2 is given in eq. (A.2). , the above expressions for p A , p B , and p C are still valid, even though C and C * may now belong to the left half-plane. However, on the right halfplane, the structure of zeros undergoes a drastic transformation, as shown in Fig. 10 for ρ = 10 −2 . D is now an angular point, and zeros may be found on the real axis between D and E. After numerical comparisons between structures of zeros and limiting curves have been performed, it appears that p D is now a real root of P 1 (p, ρ) = 0 (actually, the third one, in decreasing order), while p E is another real root of P 3 (p, ρ, T = +1) = 0.
Asymptotic limits when ρ → 0
In this section, we address the asymptotic dependence as ρ decreases to zero of all the critical points A, B, C, D, and E. A first step consists in finding the corresponding p's for (very) small values of ρ. It is not too difficult to observe that these numerical values have a ρ −1/3 dependence. We can then use improve on this knowledge by using the algebraic equations of which they are solutions, making again use of Mathematica for the asymptotic expansions. A comparison with the numerical results determines the true leading term of the expansion; after some work, we obtain (71) ≈ − 0.48154242495
Proceeding in a similar way for the critical points defining the rightmost structure in the complex plane, we find 
Note that the expansion p C (ρ) is nothing but p E (ρ), with the transformation ρ −→ e −2 i π ρ. It corresponds to the second complex root, by decreasing order of the real part.
Calculation for the fan
We expect here much easier calculations, since all the eigenvalues are extremely simple: 1, p ρ, and p (1 − p) ρ. They are, indeed, since the limiting curves can be expressed analytically (see Table 3 ). It is worth noting that nonetheless, other structure transitions occur at ρ = 1 and ρ = 1 2 . Using the relevant recursion relation between successive reliability polynomials, we can again calculate Rel (fan) 2 (S 0 → S n )(p) rapidly using Mathematica. For ρ = 1, we see on Figure 11 that the limiting curve is now essentially a closed one, even though the zeros appear to belong to two different sets which slowly join as n increases. The presence of n in a prefactor as in eqs. (59) and (60) does not affect the general definition of the limiting curves [8] . The limiting curve is very easy to obtain, since we have only two eigenvalues, 1 and p (1 − p). For them to have the same modulus implies p (1 − p) = −e i θ , so that we get p = 1 2
When ρ is strictly less than 1, the whole structure is altered, as witnessed by , the only eigenvalues that matter are actually 1 and p (1 − p) ρ, so that the structure looks again very much like Fig. 11 .
Their derivation being straightforward, we simply give the analytical expressions of the limiting curves in Table 3 . When ρ → 0, the structure expands with a scaling factor of ρ −1/2 , in contrast with the ρ −1/3 obtained for the Brecht-Colbourn ladder. (p, ρ) = 0, as a function of ρ, the node reliability.
node reliability parametrization validity range
As mentioned in the introduction, the all-terminal reliability Rel A is another useful measure of the network availability, giving the probability that all nodes are connected. In this case however, the node reliabilities are a mere overall factor, so that they may be considered equal to 1 for all practical purposes [26] . Chang and Shrock [19] gave the explicit expressions of Rel A for various recursive families of graphs, among which the Brecht-Colbourn ladder, with the same reliability p for all edges. The all-terminal reliability of the generalized fan has been calculated by Neufeld and Colbourn [49] . The results are of course identical, because at each step, two edges are added, while the common original graph is the triangle (the complete graph K 3 ). For the sake of completeness, we slightly generalize their result for edges with distinct reliabilities. Here again, the final, analytical expression can be written in a concise form using transfer matrices. In the context of graph theory, this can be viewed as the factorization of a particular value of the multi-variate Tutte polynomial, considered by Wu [74] and Sokal [64] . We expect the all-terminal reliability R n = Rel A (S 0 ↔ S n ) for the BrechtColbourn ladder to exhibit the same behavior as the two-terminal reliability, with a transfer matrix depending on a n and b n , and a generating function that is a rational fraction of p (the common reliability of links) and z. As mentioned above, this calculation should be somewhat easier because all nodes can be considered perfect without loss of generality [26] . We can then use the usual pivotal decomposition to establish a relationship between R n and R n−1 , as represented in Fig. 13 . We find
Using the ansatz R n = α n (a n + b n ) + γ n a n b n , we get
with a 1 = γ 1 = 0 and α 1 = 1. Calling M n−1 the transfer matrix of eq. (77), we obtain
When all reliabilities are equal to p, the transfer matrix is simply
The eigenvalues of M ′ are ζ ± = p 2 3 − 2 p ± 5 − 8 p + 4 p 2 , so that the generating function is
The last results were obtained in [19] , while the same expression can be found in the paper by Neufeld and Colbourn [49] .
Conclusion and Perspectives
We have given the exact solution of the two-and all-terminal reliabilities for the Brecht-Colbourn ladder and the generalized fan for arbitrary size and individual element reliability. While simple, these graphs correspond nonetheless to realistic network architectures, especially in telecommunication networks for IP transport. Node and edge failures are put on an equal footing, and the simple formulae relying on transfer matrices may be directly implemented. We have also given the analytical solution of the two-and all-terminal reliabilities, when reliabilities are p and ρ for edges and nodes, along with their rational generating functions. The locations of the zeros of the two-terminal reliability polynomials differ for the two families of graphs considered in this paper, even though their all-terminal reliability is identical. They possess structures in the Re(p) < 0 region, and exhibit transitions for particular values of ρ.
Even though the delta-star transformation has also been successfully applied to the case of simple ladders [66] , it may not be so easy to use in more complicated networks. However, it seems quite clear that a similar decomposition through transfer matrices of two-terminal reliabilities should occur for ladders of greater width too. In order to make such calculations useful for applications, imperfect nodes as well as imperfect edges must be considered. All is needed is a recursion relation between successive graphs, when one "elementary brick" is added. This implies a new expression for the deletion-contraction theorem, in which the linearity with respect to all individual edge or node reliabilities must be preserved, whereas -to our knowledge -edge reliabilities are often renormalized to account for the unreliability of the nodes they connect [3, 70, 71] . This new expression will be given elsewhere, along with an application to other recursive families of graphs such as the K 4 ladder and the K 3 cylinder [67] .
What should we expect ? Basically, the same kind of behavior as detailed in the present work, with a factorization of the reliability in terms of transfer matrices, the dimension of which substantially increase to reflect the interplay of different edges/nodes in the overall reliability, and the underlying algebraic structure of the graph (one cannot escape the intrinsic complexity of the problem...).
There are obviously many directions in which this work may be further extended, for instance in the estimates of bounds. The first one is to use the present results, or their future extensions [67, 69] , as possible upper or lower bounds to more complex graphs. If a graph under consideration looks likeor made as such -a special instance of a recursive family of graphs, we expect the generating function to be a rational fraction again. The dimension of the corresponding transfer matrix may be probed by trying to find recursion relations between successive reliability polynomials. Of course, if the dimension of the corresponding transfer matrix is large -which is most likely to happen -the degree of the numerator and denominator of the fraction may be too large for a complete solution to be obtained easily. Even so, the knowledge that the true generating function is rational may be an indication that an approximate generating function might still be quite useful, because Padé approximants [4, 50] are known for their devilish knack of getting very close to the exact function. This will be addressed elsewhere [69] . Our calculations may also provide some information on some combinatorial issues, such as the enumeration of self-avoiding walks on lattices of restricted width.
Other quantities of interest may be deduced from the general expression of the network reliability, among them the sensitivity of a equipment [66] , the influence of scheduled maintenance on the overall network availability, and the failure frequency [37, 62] , which can all be deduced from various partial derivatives of the two-and all-terminal reliabilities [68] . Since the reliability of each equipment appears in only one transfer matrix, the computation of all these network parameters is straightforward. One should also be aware that the reliability of each equipment is not known with absolute accuracy. The consequence of this uncertainty on the overall reliability has been addressed by Coit and collaborators in the case of series-parallel reducible networks [24, 25] . Our transfer matrix factorization makes this topic another instance of a product of random matrices, definitely a vast field in mathematical physics [29] .
Finally, the exact results found for classes of arbitrarily large networks may prove useful for testing different algorithms (Monte Carlo, genetic, OBDD, etc) in numerically exacting configurations, where edge and node unreliabilities must both be taken into account. 
